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Period Table Worksheet 1

1. While doing a research project, you noted the following information about five elements.
Element A . is a solid;

. conductselectricity;

. has 2 electrons in its outermost shell;

. has a low density.

. is not malleable

. does not conduct electricity;

. has 7 electrons in its outermost shell;

. is light green in colour.

. has all its outer orbits full

. does not form compounds with other elements;

. is in a gaseous state;

. has a very low boiling point.

. is a poor conductor ofheat;

Element B

. is very hard;

. in non-ductile and non-malleable;

. conductselectricity.

. is ductile and malleable;

. is a solid;

. is a good conductor of heat and electricity;

crassiff the erement, ,t:Ti',*ffril11f,lljials or metaroids.

2. The Bohr-Rutherford atomic model of an element is shown below.

What are, respectively, the Group and the Period of the Periodic Table to which the element
belonss?

'.CIIAand4 B)IIAand3 C){VAandZ D)IVAand3
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3. Which of the elements in the table below possess the properties of shininess, electrical
conductivity and malleability?

B) 1and4 C)2 and3 D) 3 and4

4. In a laboratory, a scientist noted the following facts about an element:
1. It is a solid.
2. It is a poor conductor of heat and electricity
3. The nucleus of the atom of this element contains less than 18 protons.
4. The outermost electron shell contains 5 eleckons.

What is this element?
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5. Which of the following atomic models represent elements from the halogen family?

B)3and4
@2 

and 3 D) 1and4

After a forest fire, we collected the ashes that were left on the ground. An analysis of these
ashes enabled us to determine their composition. The table below lists the different elements
that were found.

Naus oF ELEMENT CuBrutcer SYMBoL

Calcium Ca

Chloride CI
Iron Fe

Masnesium Ms
Phosohorus P

Potassium K
Silicon Si

Sodium Na
Sulohur S

a) Choose two elements that are found in the same period in the periodic table of the
elements. Explain your choice by using scientific concepts.
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b) Choose two elements that are found in the same group in the periodic table of the
elements. Explain why these elements have the same chemical riactivity using the
Rutherford-Bohr model.

l-{g, k' $r"o'' P 
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7. Complete the following sentence by choosing the correct response. Fluorine, chlorine,
bromine and iodine bFlqrg to the halogen family; they are all used for.
A) Lightning (9 Disinfecting c) communication D) Heating

8. Below is a partial representation of the periodic Table

Using the table
above, which of the following statements best describes the location of metals, non-metals
and metalloids?

.NfTh2non+netals are situated in the seven boxes identified. The metals occupy the region

-to 
the right of these boxes and the metalroids the region to the left.

trr) The metals are situated in the seven boxes identified. The metalloids occupy the region to
..^ the right of these boxes and the non- metals the region to the left
(o-pt e metalloids are situated in the seven boxes identifred. The non-metals occupy theVregion to the right of these boxes and the metals the region to the left.
D) The metalloids are situated in the seven boxes identified. The metals occupy the region

to the right of these boxes and the non-metals the region to the left.

9. Listed below are the characteristics of an element from the periodic table.. It is a nonmetal.
. Its outermost energy level has seven electrons.. It is used to puri$, and disinfect water,

-To which group in the periodic table does this element belons?

N aluali metals pf Alkarine earrh metals /S$alogens D) tnert gas\7
10. The organization of the Periodic Table can be explained in terms of electron

arrangements. Which of these explanations is cgrrect?
A) An element that immediately precedes a noble gas always has its last electron in a new

energy level. This means that the element is in a new period.
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An element that immediately follows a noble gas always has its last electron in a new

energy level. This means that the element is in a new Period

An element that immediately follows a noble gas always has its last electron in the same

energy level as the preceding noble gas. This means that the element is in a new Period

An element that immediately follows a noble gas always has its last electron in a new

energy level. This means that the element is in the same Period'

1 1. Give the name of each element described below.
1. The element has electrons in two energy levels (shells) and the

2. The element has electrons in three energy levels (shells) and it

VES SO

Element Protons Electrons

?,

E, t9
E, 18

E3 t2
E4 9

N

Which of these elements is an alkaline earth metal?

tr\

outer level is ful. Ng
has two valence electrons. Mg

3. The element has an atomic number of 14. 5;
4. The element reacts vigorously with water and the electric charge of its nucleu5 i5 +19. (

12. Five elements are identified in the following periodic table.

Match each of the five elements with one of the characteristics listed below

1. Its third energy level contains 5 valence electrons. ?
2. It is a gas that does not react with metals or nonmetals' r\le-

3. It is an element whose chemical reactions are similar to those of potassium. l"'j c'

4. It is one of the most corrosive gases. tr
5. It is an alkaline earth metal that is a component of bones and teeth. (a'

13. The following diagram shows the Rutherford-Bohr model of an atom'

Using the periodic table answer the following questions:

a) Towhat $oup does this element belong? b) To what period does this element

belong? L 3
14. The following table me information about four elements (E,, Er,E, and Er).
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B) Element E,
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15. The chemical
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the table below. Fill the table.

.v

cal svmDols of lour elements are glv n 1n tne taDte Detow

ELEMENT NUMBER OF
VALENCE ELECTRONS

CHEMICAL FAMILY NAME

Br a hlc.lucen6
Ca J ,\ t K*\ine EJ-.r th
Na A r\trt \ r

Ne & l{r>hlf (rrS

16. The table below gives the chemical symbols of four elements and provides space to
indicate certain characteristics: Using the periodic table, fill in the blank boxes in the
table. (Do not fill in the shaded areas

17. The table below provides certain information about the symbol, the electron
conhguration, the name of the chemical family and the period number of four elements in
the table.

Symbol Electron confi guration
Name of the
chemical family

Period number

Ms e )te.,' ) 9e, )zr-' 4lK(llrne ug"tr
1

. )2e' )rr-' Alkali metals 2

b o )2e- )3e-
,1

'l.tt o )2e- \\o.\.\r, n/t.t
ing the above information and the periodic table, fill in the dnpty boxes in the table

18. The following are statements about certain elements in the periodic table. Which
statement is true?

"lf) Nitrogen (N) is a noble gas located in period 5.
Bromine (Br) is a halogen located in period 4. ,,/

bols rfl elements

pf Hydrogen (H) is an alkali metal located in period 1

,;y vtugn.iium (Mg) islfrAfffiafth metai located in periodp

wo elements VE tes.,TUw
Element X Element Y
Metallic lustre
Two valence electrons
Located in the 4th period

n
Lru

Without metallic lustre i
Three valence electrons I
Conducts electricitv

19. T X and Y have the follo



Which symbols from the periodic table correspond to elements X 7pqY?A)KandB B)KandC C)CaandC QXuandB
20. The table below shows eight elements from the periodic table.

Which of the following groups of elements consists of metalloids only?
A) Al, N, Sb and Te
B) Al, C, P and Si

\r.' t\cta\5

21. Which of the following diagrams correctly represents the oxygen (O) atom according to

C) B, N, P and Te
/61b. sb. si and Te\2',

. the Rutherford-Bohr model?K)
K/ ?*%+
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q. fhis family's elements all have two valence electrons. A\K&\ri..,. tr
l this family's element's orbits are all full. N\n\r\e GcrS

fhis family's elements are used as antiseptics and disinfectants. ,*1q

) fhis family's metals are all highly reactive. fl ifAl- 1fl Ctf

To which chemical group does each of these elements belong? Give full name.
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